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Plata y libranzas: la articulacion comercial del Mexico borbonico. By Pedro
Perez Herrero. (Mexico: El Colegio de Mexico, 1988. 362 pp. Charts,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. Price not available.)
This meticulously researched book is divided into two distinct parts.
The first section discusses the evolution of libranzas (bills of exchange) and,
more generally, of banking houses within the context of the economic
environment and theological constraints of sixteenth-century Seville, while the
second analyze the use of libranzas in Bourbon Mexico and shows their
importance for the economic power of merchants.
Th t; olution of libranzas took place in the interstices of the
.scholastic theory of usury, and since credit arrangements earning interest were
jconsidered a sin, confession manuals constituted a valuable source to study this
topic. The abili y of human beings to imagine variations of old sins cannot be
understated, and when sin is coupled with profit one can expect veritable
flourishes. In fact, while theologians worried about how many angels danced
on the head of a pin, merchants worried about how many ways could be found
to bypass usury regulations.
The merchants' thought processes were about as subtle and convoluted
as those of theologians, although far more profitable. Insurance, wage
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Perez Herrero asserts in the introduction that a monograph on

libranzas did not exist and that it was necessary; he amply proves his case with

first-rate scholarship. His interpretation is rooted in Marx's theory of value,
yet those who think in terms of markets and, in particular, those who take an
institutional approach, will find in this book a rich mine of material about the
colonial economy.
Hector Lindo-Fuentes
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